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DURAT
IO N
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COVER
ED

SYLLABUS
TESTED

SUBJECT
ENRICHMENT
/PRACTICAL

LEARNING OUTCOMES
(Students will be able to

-SWBAT)

RESOURCES SDG

PT1 Ch-1 :Rational Ch-1:Rational Activity 1:Fold a

paper 8times in

any way. Unfold

and

locate various

convex and

concave

polygons.

1)• generalizes properties of addition, Presentation by SDG 9-
(JULY Number Number subtraction, multiplication and division students Industry,
AUG) Ch-6)Square and

square roots

Ch-7)Cube and
cube roots

of rational numbers through patterns
2) • find out as many rational
numbers as possible between two
given rational numbers.
3) Students will be able to
interpret rational numbers, the
properties of commutativity and
associativity
.4) Students will be able to locate

Summary by
teacher by
following link

https://youtu.b
e/ FXi
rE450LkI

innovation and
infrastructure

different Rational Numbers on
the Number Line and
Interpret Distributivity of multiplication
over addition for rational numbers.
4)
Develop the sense to use Rational
Numbers on one Side and Numbers on
the other Side



Ch-6:Square
and    square
roots

PT1 date
25 TH
JULY
Syllabus
completi
on 15
July

1.Find squares, and square roots
of numbers using different
methods.
2 • Students will be able to observe
patterns in square numbers and to form
their rules for perfect square numbers
and square roots.

https://youtu.be/
BJ zZD03Sguc

SDG #13 -
Climate
Action -
Math

3) Students will be able to find
square, square root of numbers
using different methods.
4) Stu conceptualize Square and
square root and apply it in their real
life.
5·Perform different types of operations
on square and square root

Ch-7:Cube and
cube roots

Activity 2:To verify
that the

1) Students will be able to interpret
Cube of the number.
2) Students will be able to find Cube
root of a cube number.
3) Develop the sense to use
application of problem-solving
strategies.

https://youtu.be/
Ah VAYMQrifY

SDG    1       0

sum of

interior angles of a

quadrilateral is

Reduced
Inequali
ties

3600 by paper
cutting and

pasting



Ch-3)Understanding Activity 3:To 1• verifies properties of
parallelograms and establishes
the relationship between them
through reasoning
2) Students will be able to
interpret angle sum property of
quadrilaterals.
3) : Students will be
able to interpret
Classification of polygons.
4) Develop the sense to use
quadrilaterals on one Side and
Polygons on the other Side.

https://youtu.be/ bje
rlwYFrmc

Watch vedio
https://www.you tu
be.com/watch?v
=c KNAC0OBpLY

SDG 10:
Quadrilaterals verify that the

sum of measures of

the

exterior angles of

Reduced
Inequali ties

any polygon is
3600 by paper

cutting and

pasting.

Activity 4: To make the
following by paper folding
cutting (i) Kite (ii) Rhombus.

HALF
YEARLY
(SEP)

Ch-2) Linear
equation    in
one variable.

Chap-1) Rational
Number

Ch-2)Linear equation

in one variable.

Ch3:Understandi ng

quadrilaterals

Ch-6)Square and

square roots

Ch-7)Cube and cube
roots

Ch-8) Compairi ng

quantities.

M.A.1.
M.C.Q. on
LINEAR
EQUATION

1. solve puzzles and daily
life problems using
variables 2.The students
will be able to
successfully solve the linear equations
3. The students will be able to interpret
the word problems and be able to
frame and solve the equations

https://youtu.be/
UO tpW79w6fE

SDG
#13 -
Climate
Action -
Math



Ch-8)Comparing

quantities

M.A.2 Cross
word puzzle on
compound
interest

1 The learner: solves problems related
to conversion of percentage to

calculates profit/loss percent and
rate percent in simple
interest. discussion can be held to
evolve the understanding of the
concepts of ratios  and
percentage (equality of ratio.) provide
daily life situations based on profit/loss
and simple interest
that show the use of percentage. applies
the concept of per cent in profit and loss
situation in
finding discount, VAT and compound
interest. e.g. calculates discount per
cent when marked price
and actual discount are given or finds
profit per cent when cost price and profit
in a transaction are
given.

video link
https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=
xN F7Ete0wbg

https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=
uV WcIB6oxBs

https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=
8V xGK_g5QA4

https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=
wP QpSTIuoOY

SDG 10:
Reduced
Inequali ties

PT2
(NOV
DEC)

Ch-5)Data handling Ch-5)Data

handling

Ch-9

)Algebra ic

expression

and

identities

Ch

15)Introducti

on to graphs

PT2 date
21ST NOV
Syllabus
completion
2OTH NOV.

Activity6:(Group

Activity) Do a

survey of your class

and collect the data

from all students of

your       class

..(i)Write how

much they spent

during a day in the

following headings

(i)school

(ii)homework

iii)play (iv)sleep

(v)watching

Recall the meaning of term statistics and the
need of collection of data and statistical
analysis

• Calculate the probability
of a defined event

• Solve real life word
problems involving Probability of
an event.

Data Acquisition
Data exploration
https://datavizcat
al ogue.com

SDG 11-
Sustain
able cities
and commu
nities



TV (vi) others

Represent the

information in a

Pie chart.

P3. DRAW A
DOUBLE
BARGRAPH
COMPARING
UT1 AND UT2
MARKS.



Ch-9)

Algebraic

expressio

n and

identities

Activity 7:
Algebra with
Paper cutting a+b
Square = a square + b
square + 2ab

Identify and distinguish variables and constants
● Define and restate Monomials,

Binomials and Polynomials
● Evaluate Addition and Subtraction    of

Algebraic Expressions Apply to
multiply the expression for the number of
rows by the expression for the number of
columns .

Solve the problems based on Multiplication of
Algebraic Expressions

● Observe, every term in one binomial
multiplies every term in the other binomial.

● Multiply a binomial by a binomial. ∙
Multiply a binomial by a trinomial.
Identify an equality, true for every value of
the variable in it, is called an identity.

● Apply Standard Identities Identify and
Apply Identities .

● Apply identities are useful in carrying out
squares and products of

algebraic expressions. Apply
alternative methods to calculate products of
numbers and so on

video link
https://www.yout ub
e.com/watch?v= Wj
6RpY9kT6A

https://www.yout ub
e.com/watch?v=
Em D8cNdBros

https://www.youtu be.
com/watch?v=ngp wT
QV7bh8

https://www.youtu be.
com/watch?v=pSP 80
XTrElc

SDG 4 -
Quality

Education

Ch-14)Factorization 1) Students will be able to interpret
Factors of algebraic expressions2)

: Students will be able to interpret
Factorization by
regrouping terms

3) Develop the sense to use
Factorization using identities.

video link https://www.yout ub
e.com/watch?v= Ww TdAYWOYPs

https://www.yout u be.com/watch?v
=WC
yn_cTMB7A&t= 1792s

https://www.youtu

be.com/watch?v=iT zSGGTvUqw

SDG 8:
Decent
Work and
Econom ic
Growth

https://www.youtu


Ch-15)
Introduction
to graphs

● To understand the concept of graphs.
- List the part of a graph. - Application of
graph. - Visualization of graph.

● To understand that line graph shows
how two pieces of information are related
and how data changes over time.

● Visualization of graphs using AI tools Data
Visualization.

Data
Visualization
http://datavizcat
alo g ue.com

SDG 8:
Decent
Work and
Econom ic
Growth

Ch-13)Direct and
inverse proportions

P1.Constructing a
TANGRAM
Different shapes
can be made of
Tangram Pieces. Try
to

form a story using
different shapes of
animals P2 : Drawing a
map of YOUR building

:1) Students will be able to observe Two
quantities x and y are said to be in direct
proportion if they increase (decrease) together
in such a manner that the ratio of their
corresponding values remains constant. That is
if x / y
= k [k is a positive number], then x and y are
said to vary directly.. 2) : Students will be able
to find Two quantities x and y are said to be
in inverse proportion if an increase in x causes
a proportional decrease in y (and vice-versa) in
such a manner that the product of their
corresponding values remains constant. That
is, if xy= k, then x and y are said to vary
inversely. 3) Develop the sense to use if we
increase the speed, the time taken to cover a

given distance decrease.

video link
https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=x
NF 7Ete0wbg

https://www.youtu
be.
com/watch?v=uV
Wc IB6oxBs

https://www.youtu be.
com/watch?v=8Vx G
K_g5QA4

https://www.youtu be.
com/watch?v=wP Qp
STIuoOY

SDG 4 -
Quality
Education

http://datavizcat/


FINA
L
TERM
(FEB)

Ch-11)
Mensuration

Ch-2)Linear equation

in one variable.

Ch-6)Square and

square roots.

Ch-5)Data handling

Ch-9)Algebra ic

Expression  and
identities

Ch11)

Mensura tion

Ch 12)Exponents and

powers
Ch 13) Direct and inverse

proportions.
Ch 14) Factorization

Ch15 ) Introd uction
to graphs

Activity8: To

Explore the

relationship

between Length

(cm) and perimeter

(cm) Length (in

cm)and area (in

cm2) of 5 squares

of different

Dimensions drawn

on a squared  paper

Students will be able
● To calculate the Volume of given

solid.
● To solve real life word
problems involving Volume of
the solids done.
● Students will understand
the concept of Total & Lateral
Surface area
● Students will deduce the

formula of total & lateral surface
area of solid shapes ● Students
will understand the importance of
AI tool in developing concept of
3D  shapes
● Students will apply the
concept of Surface area of 3D
shapes in real life situations

Use Of GeoGebra Tool
: Students will be
working in pairs with
their partners in
computer lab and
individually at their
home to understand
the  formulae of
volume of solids by
using GeoGebra tool
wherein they can
change
measurements of  the
dimensions and explore
the corresponding
change in their Volume.
This will help them  to
understand
change in Volume
in problems
related to
increase and
decrease in
dimension

SDG 8:
Decent
Work and
Econom ic
Growth



Ch-12)Exponents
and power

:1) Students will be able to observe how
to write such large numbers
more conveniently using exponents, 2) :
Students will Use Exponents to Express
Small Number in
Standard form.
3) Develop the sense to use Exponential
notation is a powerful way to express
repeated multiplication of the same
number.

video link
https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=
lDi
e9CnFgUg&t=2
4s

https://www.yout
ub
e.com/watch?v=
US XYW64eg4s

SDG
8:
Decent
Work
and
Econom
ic
Growth

● Maths week – 5 to 13 May
● Presentation week – 7 to 14 July
● Research Based Project topic –No Poverty (Economic Aspect)Target Goal -Fair Distribution of Resources
● Integrated Project Topic – -Climate actions -It’s time to cut carbon


